






 



 



 



 



 



 









 



 



 



 



 



 











 




 
 
 
  Midland Metrology Ltd
 

 


 
  The Expert in Metrology!

  Midland Metrology Ltd is a long standing specialist that has been providing a total 
  service to industry since its establishment in October 1988. The Coventry based 
  company is best known for providing the most suitable measuring machine for the 
  application presented, stocking optical profile projectors, vision systems, hardness 
  testers, a variety of granite products and various other inspection, test and 
  calibration tools. 
  We are specialists in metrology, selling both new and used equipment. 
  Companies that manufacture products of any description will need to measure 
  them. This basically covers all areas of manufacturing meaning we can offer our 
  services to industries such as automotive, aerospace, medical, pharmaceutical, 
  food, soft furnishings, gas and oil and electronics.
  We pride ourselves on being able to respond to our customers enquiries quickly 
  offering ready solutions to their problems. We can provide a fast and friendly 
  service with an efficient turnaround of items in our calibration laboratory. We also 
  offer a comprehensive inspection service for the measurement of our customers 
  components which includes full detailed spreadsheet reporting. Customers are 
  always welcome at our showroom should they want to view the range of products 
  and services available or to see demonstrations of our machines. In addition, 
  technical help and support is only a phone call away.
  We aim to support our customers in all areas of manufacture and because of this 
  we are always seeking out ways to become more innovative. 
  If you are interested in finding out more about our first rate suite of inspection 
  and test equipment stocked by Midland Metrology, and you cannot find what you 
  require online then please do not hesitate to contact the team today and we will 
  be happy 
  to discuss any individual requests and solve any measurement issues you may 
  have.  
   
  We are open…              

  Monday
     
  08.30am to 16.30pm  
  Tuesday
  
  08.30am to 16.30pm
  Wednesday 
  08.30am to 16.30pm
  Thursday
  08.30am to 16.30pm
  Friday
        
  Closed
  4
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  Before Buying or Selling… 

  Contact us for all of your new and used metrology, inspection and calibration enquiries, 
  or for new & used measuring equipment including: profile projectors, vision systems, 
  granite plates, tables and squares, hardness testers and more…
 

 
  Wide Range of Measuring, Inspection and 

  Calibration Equipment

  We can supply from stock, hand tools such as micrometers, verniers, calipers and 
  depth gauges as well as rings and plugs etc.
  Additionally, our more sophisticated machines and equipment include profile 
  projectors, vision systems, a full range of desktop hardness testers 
  (vickers, brinell and rockwell) as well as portable units, roundness testers 
  and length machines.
  More recently we are pleased to have introduced a range of brand new black 
  granite products. We can supply surface tables, plates, squares, triangular 
  squares, parallels, straight edges and vee blocks. 
  We keep a large supply in stock for ready delivery.
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  Extensive Showroom and Demonstration Area
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  	Profile Projectors
   
	Video Systems
   
	Hardness Testers
   	Vickers Hardness Testers
    
	Micro Vicker Hardness Testers
    
	Rockwell Hardness Tester
    
	Brinell Hardness Testers
    
	Universal Hardness Testers
    
	Portable Hardness Testers
    


   
	Granite Products
   
	Software
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  Tel: +44 (0) 2476 638280
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  ** NEW WEBSITE COMING SOON**
 

 
 
 
 

 







 
  The Expert in Metrology!

  Midland Metrology Ltd is a long standing specialist that 
  has been providing a total service to industry since its 
  establishment in October 1988. Our Coventry based 
  company is best known for providing the most suitable 
  measuring machine for the application presented, 
  stocking optical profile projectors, vision systems, 
  hardness testers, a variety of granite products and 
  various other inspection, test and calibration tools. 
  We are specialists in metrology, selling both new and 
  used equipment. Companies that manufacture products 
  of any description will need to measure them. This 
  basically covers all areas of manufacturing meaning we 
  can offer our services to industries such as automotive, 
  aerospace, medical, pharmaceutical, food, soft 
  furnishings, gas and oil and electronics.
  We pride ourselves on being able to respond to our 
  customers enquiries quickly offering ready solutions to 
  their problems. We can provide a fast and friendly 
  service with an efficient turnaround of items in our 
  calibration laboratory. We also offer a comprehensive 
  inspection service for the measurement of our 
  customers components which includes full detailed 
  spreadsheet reporting. Customers are always welcome 
  at our showroom should they want to view the range of 
  products and services available or to see demonstrations 
  of our machines. In addition, technical help and support 
  is only a phone call away.
  We aim to support our customers in all areas of 
  manufacture and because of this we are always seeking 
  out ways to become more innovative. 
  If you are interested in finding out more about our first 
  rate suite of inspection and test equipment stocked by 
  Midland Metrology, and you cannot find what you 
  require online then please do not hesitate to contact the 
  team today and we will be happy to discuss any 
  individual requests and more than happy to solve any 
  measurement issues you may have.   
   
  We are open…              
  Monday
  
     08.30am to 16.30pm
  Tuesday
  
     08.30am to 16.30pm
  Wednesday
     08.30am to 16.30pm
  Thursday
     
     08.30am to 16.30pm
  Friday
  
     Closed
  **4
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  Before Buying or Selling… 

  Contact us for all of your new and used 
  metrology, inspection and calibration 
  enquiries, 
  or for new & used measuring equipment 
  including: profile projectors, vision systems, 
  granite plates, tables and squares, hardness 
  testers and more…
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  Wide Range of Measuring, Inspection and 

  Calibration Equipment

  We can supply from stock, hand tools such as 
  micrometers, verniers, calipers and 
  depth gauges as well as rings and plugs etc.
  Additionally, our more sophisticated machines and 
  equipment include profile 
  projectors, vision systems, a full range of desktop 
  hardness testers 
  (vickers, brinell and rockwell) as well as portable 
  units, roundness testers 
  and length machines.
  More recently we are pleased to have introduced a 
  range of brand new black 
  granite products. We can supply surface tables, 
  plates, squares, triangular 
  squares, parallels, straight edges and vee blocks. 
  We keep a large supply in stock for ready delivery.
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